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Abstract

The break-down of metal vapour (Al, Cu) is simulated near the breax-down threshold 
values of laser radiation. The approximation of collision -  radiation model ale used, including 
the detail kinetics of excited states with radiation and collision transitions, etep-by-step ion
ization process, unexcitation and recombination. Energy balance is based on two-temperature 
approximation: for electrons and for heavy particles. It is shown that the particles concentra
tion in excited states and plasma species composition differ rather than Saha -  Boltzmann's 
distribution. Strong dependence of the break-down threshold intensity on initial temperature 
of neutral and charged particles is shown.

1. Introduction
Optical break-down of evaporated matter near the irradiated surface of a solid consists of a great 

number of different combined physicochemical phenomena, as a result the gas phase properties change 
qualitatively. It is transformed from a partially ionized gas transparent for laser radiation into a fully 
ionized plasma which intensively absorbs laser radiation.

To simulate the kinetics of ionization -  recombination processes the collirional -  radiations! model 
is used. The comparison of avalanche -  like ionization for the vapour of Al and Cu is proposed. These 
metals have similar parameters of evaporation and ionization potentials close to one another, but their 
electrons shells are rather different.

2. Physical and Mathematical Model
It is assumed that the metal vapour passing through the Knndsen’s layer are initially in the equilibrium 

state, i.e. initial concentration of atoms and ions in the ground and in the excited states are determined 
by the Saha -  Boltzmann's equations.

The main elementary processes taken into account by the collisional -  radiational model are as follows:

1. Spontaneous radiative decay of excited etates
а :  я-Ъ  A ‘m + tiu>

where o j,, (s-1 ) is radiation transition rate constant, ftw -  released quantum.
2. Excitation and unexcitation of atoms and ions by electron collision

AJ + e  AJ, +  e

where АЦ,„ (cm3 • s-1 ) is electron -  particle reaction rate constant for z -  charged particle excitation 
from state m to state n; к*п -  unexcitation rate constant for the n -  th level.

3. Ionization of the ground and excited states of atoms and ions by electron impact
A i + e  AJ+1 +  e + e

where aj,» (cm3 • *-1) is electron -  particle reaction rate constant for the n -  th level ionization 
of z -  charged particle.
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4. Reaction reversible to the collision ionisation: three particles recombination (the third particle is 
an electron)

A i + e  + e - S  A ^  + e 

where /?£,„ (cm® • e-1) is reaction rate constant.
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Figure 1: Neutral atom of A1 (ionization potential 5.986 eV): scheme of radiation (a) and collision (b) 
transition; ionization of exited states is indented by t
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Figure 2: Ion Al+ (ionization potential 18.8237 eV): scheme of radiation (a) and collision (b) transition; 
ionization of exited states is indicated by |
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Figure 3: Ion Al3+ (ionization potential 28.44 eV): scheme of radiation (a) and collision (b) transition; 
ionization of exited states is indicated by I

Table 1. Energy levels of A1 neutral atom Al+, Al3+ ions used in the model
.1.

№■ Al All+ Al3+
1 ls32s32pa3*33p (3po) ls32s32pe3s3 T $ ) ls 32s32p*3s (35)
2 41 (35) 3s3p j^Spo) 3p (apo)
3 3d (3D) 3s4s 3d (3po).
4 4p (2p0) 3*3d (1,s) 4* (35)
5 5s (35) 3s4p ^l.SpoJ 4j> (aP°)
6 4 d (>D) 3s4d (1,3D) 4 a (3D)
7 б P (3P<>) 3s6

i M
8 4/ (3Fo) 3s7 ' 5s (35)
9 6 s,p (35,3 P°) 3s8 5p (aP°)

10 5 d (3Л«) 6/ (3F)
11 6/ (3Fo) 2pe7
12 6 d,f (3D,3 F°) ; 2pe8
13 3s3 7 -  3aa10 2pe 9

Charged particles concentration and level-by-level kinetics of neutral atoms and ions is determined 
by the following system of nonlinear differential equation

dN;

J€0*
PIN. Y , i * p x - * w

fee*
-  W

• ieo;
ЛГ. E  (kh Ni ~ k’i N ‘)

ieo;
i z — 0,1. . .  imiin • € © i

0 )

(2)

where: 9* -  set of excited states of z -  charged particle; П* -  set of states of z -  charged particle, into 
which collision transition from a state i are taken into account by the model; N* -  concentration of z 
-  charged particle in a state i; Ne -  density of free electrons; гтлх -  maximal degree of ionization of a 
neutral atom. It is assumed that for A1 vapour zmai <= 3, for Cu vapour zmax =» 2; the excited states of 
particles having maximal degree of ionization are not taken into account.
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(3)Tt ( V ‘r «) =  -  +7..)W . +  £  X  fa?  +  $?)
4  '  *■ •  J isO  ig e *

-  3 ^  (Te -  T ,) (7. .  +  7<i)W. (4)

where: о/, 7вя, 7<l- -  frequencies of laser radiation, electron -  neutral and electron -  ion collisions, 
respectively; Q* -  energy exchange due to excitation and unexdt&tion of energy level, Q* -  energy 
exchange due to ionization and three particles recombination.

Energy balance equations for electrons and heavy particles
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Figure 4: Cu neutral atom (ionization potential 7.762 eV): scheme of radiation (a) and collision (b) 
transition; ionization of exited states is indicated by J
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ionization of exited states is iadicated by J
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ТЪЫе 2. Energy levels of Cu neutral atom and Cu+ ion used in the model

tfSL C u

1 3 s a3p® 3d104 s  ( 2 5 i / 3 ) 3 s a3p® 3d10 (a 5 0 )

2 As7 ( 7D ) As ( 1,3D )

3 Ap' {7'4P ° 7 F * 7’4 D ° ) 4 p  { l P ° y  D ° , s F ° , )

4 Ad ( 7D ) 5 s  ( 3D )

5 5 s  ( 7S 4 D ) 5 p  ( 3£>;3 G ,3 F ,3 F ® ,3 P ° )

6 8P  ( 3P ° ) 6 s  (3£>)

7 6 p  ( a P ° ) 3d®8

8 7p  ( 7P ° ) 3d®9

9 3 d 108  -  3 d 1010 3d®10
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Figure.6 Density of exited states for A1 nentral atoms; the order of curves (from up to down) corre
sponds to the energy levels from Table 1. Intensity of laser radiation G =? Ю7 W/crn7, initial density of 
atoms =s 6 • l(r®cro-3 , initial vapour temperature 0.2 eV.

3. Result» nnd Discussion
The values of laser intensity used in the simulation correspond the near break-down threshold values 

(A = 1.06 fim,G  = 10®-i- 10® W /cm3 for Al, G — 10*-ь Ю10 W/cm7 for Cu). The initial values of vapour 
temperature T° and density p° are equal for both metals and correspond to the Knudsen’s layer values 
during intensive evaporation: T° «  0.2 eV, p° =  6 • 101* cm-3, Nt = = A • 1013 cm-3 .

The two typical regimes are considered:
(a ) , laser intensity is below the threshold values of avalanche-like ionization (G < 10® W/cm7 for Al,
G < 2 ■ 10® W/cm7 for Cu); ,
(b ) . optical break-down development when a partially ionized gas transforms into a fully ionized plasma.
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Figure. 7 Temperature of electrons T, and heavy particles (atoms, ions) in Al vapour (G =  107 W/cm3).

Figure.8 Concentration of charged particles (Ne ~  Ni) in Al vapour (G =  107 W/cm3). Dashed curves: 
equilibrium concentration of charged particles (based on Saha equations) for T«, T, temperatures.
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(a ) . Who i lntensi . laser r-Nation is below the threshold values (Figures 6 -  11) metal vapour from 
initial equilibrium state, pass! through the transient stage of different nonequilibrium processed, finally 
reach another stationary equilibrium state, which differ rather from Saha — Boltzmann’s distribution.
(b ) . During optical break -down (Figures 12,13) metal vapour, as a result of nonequilibrium step-by-step
ionization, transform into plasma which composition completely coincide with the Sr.ha -  Boltzmann’s 
one. The threshold intensities of laser radiation versus initial vapour temperature and duratir t of laser 
action are presented in Figures 14. f

Figure.9 Density of excited states for Cu neutral atoms; the order of curves (from up to down) 
corresponds to the energy levels from Table 2. Intensity of laser radiation G = 1.0® W/cm3, initial 
density of atoms N%t =  6 • 101® cm- ®, initial vapour temperature 0.2 eV ■

4. Conclusion
(1). The threshold intensities of laser radiation required for optical break-down of A1 End Cu are different 
about ten times, because of their electron shells difference.
(3). The dynamics of vapour excitation and ionization always include sufficiently n .^equilibrium stage 
that makes impossible to use Saha -  Boltzmann’s approach to determine plasma species composition and 
corresponding radiative properties.
(*)• The increase of initial temperature of vapour leads to a sharp decrease of the threshold intensities 
and durations of laser irradiation required for optical break-down.
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Figure. 10 Temperature of electrons T, and heavy particles (atoms, ions) in Cu vapour (G =  10® W/em3).
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Figure.ll Concentration of charged particles (Nt ~  Ni in Cu vapour (G m 10® W/cm?). Dashed 
curves: equilibrium concentration of charged particles (based on Saha equations) for T«, T, temperatures.
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Figure.12 Optical break-down of Al vapour (G = 10® W/cm2, initial density of atoms 1V̂1 = 
6 ■ 101йcm- *, initial vapour temperature 0.2 eV): concentration of charged particles (IV, ~  
temperatures of electrons T, and ions Tt . Dashed curves: equilibrium concentrations of charged particles 
(based on Saha equations) for Г ,, Tt temperatures.
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Figure. 13 Optical break-down оf Cn vapour (G =  6 • 10® W/cm2, initial density of atoms = 
6 • 10iscm~s , initial vapour temperature 0.2 eV): concentration of charged particles (N€ ~  £ Ni), 
temperatures of electrons T« and ions T9. Dashed curves: equilibrium concentrations of charged particles 
(based on Saha equations) for Te, Tt temperatures.
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Fignre.14 The dependence of break-down period for AI (a) and Cu (b) versne laser radiation intensity 
0 for different values of initial temperature T°
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